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ABSTRACT. The transition of inland to complex ice flow is investigated in the down-
stream area of Shirase Glacier catchment, East Antarctica.The 250 km long MizuhoTri-
angulation Chain (MTC; Naruse,1978), 230 km upstream of the grounding line of Shirase
Glacier, is re-analyzed by a force-balance analysis, in combination with balance-velocity
estimates. Numerical model experiments were carried out with a two-dimensional ther-
momechanical higher-order ice-sheet model along a central flowline extending from the
ice divide (Dome Fuji) to the grounding line of Shirase Glacier, passing through the
MTC. Results show that complex flow originates near the MTC, where longitudinal
normal stresses and normal drag in particular play a decisive role in the force balance.
The fast-flow area, however, is geologically controlled and confined to the `̀ bottleneck’’
or ice-flow convergence area, a few tens of kilometres upstream of the grounding line. In
between the MTC and the grounding zone, longitudinal normal stress and basal sliding
are dominant features of the ice-flow regime.

INTRODUCTION

The Antarctic ice sheet is primarily drained by large outlet
glaciers and ice streams which play a decisive role in the dy-
namic behaviour of the ice sheet with changing climate.
Shirase Glacier (Fig. 1) is one of these fast-flowing glaciers,
characterized by surface velocities of 42500 m a^1 near the
calving front (Fujii, 1981). A recent analysis of the surface
velocity field obtained from European Remote-sensing Sat-
ellite (ERS) interferometry and an associated force-balance
analysis of the grounding zone of Shirase Glacier revealed
that, despite high driving stresses, 490% of the ice velocity
in that area is due to basal sliding. Furthermore, the effect of
normal drag, a major component in the balance of forces of
an ice mass, is limited to a narrow zone of 10^20 km up-
stream of the grounding line (Pattyn and Derauw, 2002).
This contrasts with most other large Antarctic outlet gla-
ciers and ice streams, such as the Siple Coast ice streams,
where driving stresses are low and the `̀ fast-flow’’area is rel-
atively large.

Even though the fast-flow zone of Shirase Glacier seems
limited to the grounding zone, it is expected that ice flow in
a larger part of the downstream Shirase Glacier catchment
area is more complex than previously thought. Complex ice
flow denotes here a mixture of ice-sheet flow (where deform-
ation is basically governed by simple shear) and ice-stream/
shelf flow (where deformation is mainly governed by
normal stresses and vertical shear is negligible). Evidence
obtained from balance-velocity estimates suggests that each
majorAntarctic drainage basin is fed by complex systems of
tributaries that penetrate hundreds of kilometres from the
grounding line into the interior of the ice sheet (Bamber
andothers, 2000).The Shirase Glacier catchment area exhibits
such finger-like pattern as well (Fig.1). In viewof these findings

we will (i) investigate whether complex ice flow penetrates far
upstream in the catchment area, and (ii) try to disentangle the
nature of this complex ice flow. We therefore re-analyzed the
MizuhoTriangulationChain (MTC; Naruse,1978),230kmup-
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Fig. 1. Map of the Shirase Glacier catchment, Dronning Maud
Land, East Antarctica. Arrows denote velocity measurements
derived from the Mizuho Triangulation Chain (MTC),
where the maximum surface velocity equals 21m a 1̂. The
dotted line is the central flowline; the dashed line delimits the
catchment area. Balance velocities are plotted as background.
The grounding line corresponds roughly to the coastline.
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stream from the grounding line, using the force-balance
method, and we performed numerical modelling experiments
along the central flowline of the catchment area with a higher-
order thermomechanical ice-sheet model.

BACKGROUND

Surface flow observations

Although ice speed at the grounding line of Shirase Glacier
exceeds 2000 m a^1, normal strain rates _""xx are of the order
of 0.1a^1, which is very high for an Antarctic outlet glacier
(Fig. 2; Pattyn and Derauw, 2002). Further inland, ice
velocity is significantly lower. For instance, at G2 (Figs 1
and 2), 150 km upstream of the grounding line, the surface
speed is 540 m a^1 (Nishio and others, 1989). These high
strain rates close to the grounding line can be explained by
the large convergence of the ice flow in this region, where
the grounding zone becomes a `̀ bottleneck’’ for the flow of
ice from the interior and ice is drained into a subglacial
trench. The convergence pattern is observed in ERS syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) images, where the flow bands
are clearly visible (Fig. 3). Compared to other major East
Antarctic outlet glaciers, such as Lambert Glacier or Jutul-
straumen, the grounding-line flux gate of Shirase Glacier is
relatively small: a width of 8 km and an ice thickness of
900 m. A recent mass-balance analysis at the grounding line
revealed that the amount of mass that flows through the flux
gate at the grounding line is more or less in equilibrium with
the total amount of accumulated ice in the catchment area,
although a slight negative imbalance exists (Pattyn and De-
rauw, 2002). A mass-budget analysis by Rignot andThomas
(2002) confirms these equilibrium conditions. Thus, the
high ice-flow speed of Shirase Glacier is necessary to main-
tain the flux in balance with the upstream mass input.

However, repeated field observations in the Shirase Gla-
cier catchment point to a significant thinning of the ice
sheet. This thinning was calculated from differencing the
emergence (submergence) velocity measured at stake mark-
ers with surface accumulation. Thinning of the ice-sheet
surface was estimated at 0.5^0.8 m a^1 along the 72³ S paral-

lel (Naruse, 1979), to 2.5 m a^1 further downstream at G2
(Nishio and others, 1989), values that are at least an order
of magnitude higher than those obtained from mass-budget
considerations (Pattyn and Derauw, 2002). The thinning
seems due to large submergence velocities that cannot be
compensated for by the amount of snow accumulation. An
analysis by Mae and Naruse (1978) and Mae (1979) stipu-
lated that the origin of this thinning is caused by basal slid-
ing, which was estimated as high as (if not higher than) the
deformational velocity along the 72³ S parallel.

Modelling efforts

Several modelling initiatives tried to shed light on the dy-
namic behaviour of Shirase Glacier, with respect to the
observed thinning of the ice sheet. Numerical model experi-
ments by Fujita and others (1991) revealed that the ice sheet
on Mizuho Plateau was relatively stable even if major model
parameters were changed. This robust behaviour was also
confirmed by Pattyn and Decleir (1995). A possible mechan-
ism responsible for increased basal sliding resulting in im-
portant thinning of the ice sheet is due to thermal
oscillations (Pattyn, 1996). Similar mechanisms were also
explored by MacAyeal (1992), Payne (1995) and Hindmarsh
and Le Meur (2001).The basis of such thermal oscillations is
that creep enhancement due to increased heat dissipation is
counteracted by advection of cold ice due to the thinner ice
sheet.The ice sheet slows down and enters a build-up phase,
until the ice is thick enough and basal temperatures reach
the pressure-melting point again so that a new rapid phase
can set in. The periodicity of these cycles is approximately
3000^4000years. Such modelled oscillations were only
observed in the downstream area of Shirase Glacier, and
disappeared gradually towards the inland plateau.Whether
such a mechanism applies to Shirase Glacier and its catch-
ment area remains questionable and difficult to verify.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal profiles of velocity (solid line) and
normal strain rate (dotted line) along the central flowline of
Shirase Glacier. Data upstream from the grounding line are
based on balance-velocity estimates. Data near the grounding
line are derived from ERSSAR interferometry (InSAR; Pat-
tyn and Derauw, 2002). G2, G3, G4 and MTC are field
measurements of surface velocity by stake method. Note the
logarithmic scale for the velocity only.

Fig. 3. ERS SAR amplitude image of the grounding zone of
Shirase Glacier. The convergence of the flowlines is clearly
seen and shows that the grounding line forms a `̀bottleneck’’
for the ice flow from the interior. Arrows display the direction
of the ice flow.
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RE-ANALYSIS OF MTC

Surface strain rate and velocity

The MTC is a 250 km long survey network, composed of
164 stations stretched along the 72³ S parallel, between the
Yamato Mountains in the west and the centre of the catch-
ment at 43³E (Fig.1). It was surveyed in1969 and resurveyed
4 years later. Naruse (1978) analyzed the survey result of the
triangulation net and estimated the horizontal and vertical
velocities of the ice surface and strain rates at the surface
using standard methods as presented inJaeger (1969). Mean
errors in horizontal and vertical velocity are 0.68 and
0.2 m a^1, respectively (Naruse, 1979). Calculated values for
_""xx, _""yy and _""xy are displayed in Figure 4. Normal strain
rates in the direction of the flow _""xx are positive along most
of the chain. High longitudinal normal strain rates are
found close to the Yamato Mountains (36^37³E). High
(negative) shear strain rates occur between 38³ and 39³ E
and might indicate a shear band between the divide and
stream-flow. The local ice divide, between the Shirase Gla-
cier catchment and the adjacent drainage basin, is situated
at 37³ E. At this ice divide, transverse normal strain rates _""yy

are distinctly positive as well.

Balance velocities

Additional data for the present analysis are (i) surface accu-
mulation from a recent mass-balance assessment of the Ant-
arctic ice sheet (Vaughan and others, 1999), (ii) surface
topography based on satellite altimetry (Liu and others,
1999), and (iii) ice thickness distribution (BEDMAP; Lythe
and others, 2001). All datasets are on a 5 km grid resolution.
Despite the large time lapse between the acquisition of the
MTC data and the satellite observations of Liu and others
(1999), both surface topographic datasets are in agreement.
They only differ by a constant offset, so that calculated sur-
face slopes will notbe affected. Using these datasets, balance
fluxes and velocities are calculated by the method proposed
by Budd andWarner (1996). Therefore, the digital elevation
model is smoothed over a horizontal distance of 25 km (or
§10H) to remove short-wavelength undulations (Bamber
and others, 2000). Balance fluxes are obtained by integrating
the accumulation of the whole catchment area in the direc-

tion of the flow. Balance fluxes divided by the local ice thick-
ness result in so-called balance velocities, and equal the
vertical mean horizontal velocity, assuming the ice sheet is
in steady state. A map of balance velocities in the Shirase
Glacier catchment displays a complicated pattern of ice flow
in the downstream area (Fig. 1), where a number of finger-
like patterns merge near the grounding line.These patterns
seem to propagate quite far upstream. The central flowline
of the catchment area coincides with one of these major
balance-velocity features.

Balance-velocity estimates are compared with observed
velocities along the central flowline of Shirase Glacier
catchment (Fig. 2). Observed velocities at G4 are slightly
higher than balance velocities compared to those further
downstream (e.g. at G2). This is because (i) balance
velocities should not equal per se surface velocities, and (ii)
G2^G4 are not exactly along the central flowline. Neverthe-
less, velocity gradients (normal strain rates) along the flow-
line show an agreement between observed and modelled
(balance) velocities. With the exception of the grounding
zone, normal strain rates increase to a value of 0.01a^1, indi-
cating a modest acceleration of the ice flow. This accelera-
tion culminates in _""xx º 0.1a^1 close to the grounding line,
as determined from ERS SAR interferometry (Pattyn and
Derauw, 2002). Immediately downstream of the grounding
line, ice compression occurs … _""xx < 0† due to horizontal
shearing at both sides of the floating ice tongue (Pattyn
and Derauw, 2002).

Force-balance calculation

Following the notation of Van derVeen andWhillans (1989),
the force balance in three dimensions, integrated from the
surface to the base of the ice mass, reads

½bx ˆ ½dx ‡ @

@x

Zs

b

Rxx dz ‡ @

@y

Zs

b

Rxy dz ; …1†

½by ˆ ½dy ‡ @

@x

Zs

b

Rxy dz ‡ @

@y

Zs

b

Ryy dz ; …2†

where Rxx and Ryy are the resistive normal stress compon-
ents, and Rxy the resistive shear stress component. s and b
denote the surface and the bottom of the ice mass, respect-
ively. The x axis is taken in the direction of the ice flow. Re-
sistive stresses are related to the stress components by
Rij ˆ ½ij ‡ ¯ij»g…s ¡ z† (Van der Veen and Whillans,1989),
where ¯ij is the Kronecker delta, » is the ice density
(910 kg m^3) and g is the gravitational acceleration
(9.81m s^2). The driving stress is defined as ½d ˆ ¡»gHrs,
where H is the ice thickness and rs the surface slope. The
basal drag ½b equals the sum of all resistive stresses at the
base:

½bi ˆ Riz…b† ¡ Rxi…b† @b

@x
¡ Ryi…b† @b

@y
for i ˆ x; y ; …3†

where Rxz and Ryz are the vertical resistive shear stress
components, determined by numerical integration of Equa-

Fig. 4. Surface strain rates determined from MTC (Naruse,
1978): _""xx (gray line), _""yy (dotted line) and _""xy (black
line).The x axis is taken in the direction of the ice flow (par-
allel to the 40³ E meridian).
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tions (1) and (2). Resistive stresses are related to strain rates
by

Rxx ˆ B _""
1¡n

n
e 2 _""xx ‡ _""yy

¡ ¢
; …4†

Ryy ˆ B _""
1¡n

n
e 2 _""yy ‡ _""xx

¡ ¢
; …5†

Rxy ˆ B _""
1¡n

n
e _""xy ; …6†

where n ˆ 3 is Glen’s flow-law exponent. Similar expres-
sions are found for Rxz and Ryz. In turn, the effective strain
rate _""e and the strain-rate components _""ij are defined as

_""2
e ˆ _""2

xx ‡ _""2
yy ‡ _""xx _""yy ‡ _""2

xy ‡ _""2
xz ‡ _""2

yz ; …7†

_""xx ˆ 1

2
_""1 ‡ _""2… † ‡ 1

2
_""1 ¡ _""2… † cos 2³… † ; …8†

_""yy ˆ 1

2
_""1 ‡ _""2… † ‡ 1

2
_""1 ¡ _""2… † cos 2³ ‡ º… † ; …9†

_""xy ˆ ¡ _""1 ¡ _""2… † sin 2³… † ; …10†

where _""1 and _""2 are the principal strain rates derived from
the triangulation chain, and ³ is the direction of the princi-
pal strain _""1 (maximum extension). B is a function of the
vertical temperature profile and obeys an Arrhenius rela-
tionship. Since the temperature profile in this area is not
known, we adopted a steady-state temperature profile
obtained from numerical ice-sheet model experiments (see
below). Only one vertical temperature profile was used for
the numerical integration along the whole length of the
MTC. This assumption is valid, since surface topography
and ice thickness are more or less constant along the MTC.
The temperature profile takes into account vertical diffu-
sion and advection, horizontal advection and frictional
heating at the base, given the present ice sheet is in steady
state (Pattyn, 2000). Due to the lack of borehole measure-
ments along the MTC, this probably results in a more rea-
listic estimate than any analytic solution.

Three major assumptions were made in the force-
balance calculations. The first assumption is that strain
rates are kept constant with depth equal to the measured
surface value (cf. HÖydal, 1996). However, the associated
stresses will vary with depth as the flow parameter B and
the effective strain rate _""e are depth-dependent. Stress gra-
dients in the y direction (perpendicular to the flow) are cal-
culated along the triangulation chain. However, as the
MTC is stretched into one direction, stress gradients in the
along-flow direction cannot be determined from the MTC
strain data.Therefore, our second assumption is that the ef-
fective strain rate is more or less constant in the along-flow
direction, i.e. @ _""e=@x ¹ 0, and the third assumption is that
strain rates in the along-flow direction can be replaced by
balance-velocity gradients. Although balance velocities do
not equal measured surface velocities, their gradients seem
in agreement (Fig. 2). Moreover, Bamber and others (2000)
have shown that balance velocities provide a good descrip-
tion of the spatial pattern of horizontal ice flow (determined
from SAR interferometry) in the interior of Antarctica.
Making use of the above assumptions, along-flow stress gra-
dients are thus approximated by

@Rxx

@x
º B _""

1¡n
n

e 2
@2ub

@x2
‡ @2vb

@x @y

³ ´
; …11†

@Rxy

@x
º 1

2
B _""

1¡n
n

e
@2vb

@x2
‡ @2ub

@x @y

³ ´
; …12†

where ub and vb are the components of the balance velocity
in the x and y direction, respectively. They are determined

using the direction vector of the flow based on the surface
topography data.

Equations (1) and (2) are integrated numerically from
the surface of the glacier to an arbitrary height z, starting
with the surface stress field, and using100 equidistant layers
in the vertical. At each layer, horizontal stress gradients are
calculated, as well as the flow parameter B based on the
assumed vertical temperature profile. From the vertical
shear stress gradient, the shear stress components Rxz and
Ryz are determined at the next layer. Once the integration
reaches the base of the ice mass, the basal drag is deter-
mined from Equation (3) (Van der Veen and Whillans,
1989). Surface slopes, necessary for the determination of
the driving stress, were calculated over a horizontal dis-
tance of 5 km, which is approximately two ice thicknesses,
since high-frequency noise in the surface slopes might affect
the force-balance calculations. A quality assessment of the
force budget is presented in Table 1. Using mean values for
parameters and observations, errors are determined from
the theory on error propagation (Bevington and Robinson,
1992). For instance, the error in driving stress ½d is given by

¼½d
ˆ @½d

@H

³ ´2

¼2
H ‡ @½d

@rs

³ ´2

¼2
rs

" #1
2

ˆ »grs… †2¼2
H ‡ »gH… †2¼2

rs

h i1
2

:

Similar expressions are found for all other calculated
variables. Errors in surface slopes, determined from the
mean error in surface elevation and the distance over which
gradients were calculated, are overestimated, as the accu-
racy of the elevation data is probably higher where surface
slopes are small (Liu and others, 1999). Although errors in
strain rates are relatively large, the propagated errors in
driving stress and basal drag are acceptable. The largest
error is associated with the driving stress (25% of ½d). Errors
in basal drag are generally 520% (Table1).

Force-balance computation using a one-shot integration
of the force-balance equations from the surface to the base is
inherently dangerous. When all boundary conditions are
specified at the surface, the boundary-value problem
becomes ill-posed and unstable; small changes in surface
velocities might correspond to disproportionally large
velocity and stress changes at depth (Bahr and others,
1994). This ill-posed condition depends on the horizontal

Table 1. Estimation of errors in the force-balance calculations

Mean value ¼

s (m) 2500 5
rs 5610^3 1.41610^3 (*)

H (m) 2000 100
u (m a^1) 15 0.68

_"" (a^1) 5610^4 3.24610^4 (*)
1610^2 3.24610^4 (*)

B (kPa) 500 100
½d(kPa) 90 25 (* )

½b(kPa) 40 8 (* )
110 21(* )

Notes: Besides a mean value for the strain rates, we added a `̀ high value’’ of
_"" ˆ 10^2, for which appropriate error estimates are determined on the
basal drag. (*) indicates that errors are determined after error propaga-
tion (Bevington and Robinson,1992).
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resolution applied in the computation, and limits velocity
calculations at the bed to wavelengths on the order of one
ice thickness or greater (Bahr and others, 1994). Therefore,
the effect of horizontal discretization of surface slopes in
the force balance was investigated. Calculating surface
slopes over distances of more than two ice thicknesses (i.e.
10, 20 and 40 km) results in stress variations at depth which
differ by 55%. This low sensitivity is due to the generally
flat surface topography in this area, so that smoothing out
surface slopes over larger distances does not significantly
alter the force-balance results. Also ice-thickness variations
do not play a major role as H is fairly constant along the
MTC profile. The force-balance computation seems there-
fore rather robust.

Basal drag and shear index

Figure 5 shows the basal drag and driving stress in the dir-
ection of flow along the MTC. The driving stress ½dx is rel-
atively constant along the whole length of the MTC, at 80^
110 kPa. The basal drag ½bx oscillates around the profile of
the driving stress and oscillations are not all synchronous
with the driving-stress profile. Lowest values for the basal
drag are found close to the Yamato Mountains in the west
and in the central part of the catchment area, between 42³
and 43³ E, on the eastern side of the MTC. Highest values
are found in the central part of the MTC, but even here the
basal drag oscillates between 70 and150 kPa. High peaks in
the basal drag might refer to so-called pinning points which
resist the flow. As we did not find a relation between basal

drag, driving stress and the bedrock profile (ice thickness
remains fairly constant along the MTC), these zones of
higher basal drag might indicate so-called `̀ sticky spots’’ or
zones where the ice sheet is frozen to the bed, since they are
not associated with a clearly identified bedrock bump.

Basic components of the stress-field anomaly are the
normal drag @Rxx=@x and the lateral drag @Rxy=@y (Fig.
5b). Normal drag is highly negative on both sides of the
MTC, i.e. near the Yamato Mountains (compressive ice
flow) as well as near the centre of the catchment area, where
the low basal drag indicates stream-flow. Lateral drag is
more or less constant along the MTC, and even the large
shear strain rates between 38³ and 39³ E (Fig. 4) are not re-
flected in the lateral drag profile. In most cases, normal and
lateral drag are in phase, which amplifies their effect on the
basal drag. In zones where they are out of phase (e.g. at
37³ E) they hardly affect the basal drag profile.

To characterize the type of ice flow along the MTC, we
introduced the `̀ shear index’’ SI, based on the depth-de-
pendent flank-flow index of Marshall and Cuffey (2000).
The SI differentiates between ice flow driven by simple
shear and ice flow driven by pure shear. Since this is a
depth-independent parameter, simple shear is represented
by the basal shear stress Rxz…b† (as shear stresses are con-
centrated at the base of the ice mass), while pure shear is
represented by the depth-averaged value of the resistive
normal stress Rxx.The shear index is defined as

SI ˆ Rxz…b†j j
Rxz…b†j j ‡ Rxx

 ; …13†

so that a value of SI ˆ 1 denotes simple shear, while for
SI ˆ 0, pure shear dominates. The shear index for the
MTC is also displayed in Figure 5. Lowest values of SI are
found at the ice divide between the Shirase Glacier catch-
ment and the adjacent basin in the west; the highest values
generally correspond to high basal drag. SIvalues are lowest
on either side of the MTC, coinciding with areas where
normal drag plays an important role in reducing the basal
drag. The SI profile is quite heterogeneous over the central
part of the MTC, characterized by generally low values
(0.4^0.5). Some distinct peaks of high SI are distinguished,
notably near 40³ and 42³ E.

The force-balance method also allows for a determin-
ation of the basal velocity, based on the vertical integration
of strain rates (Fig. 6). Calculated basal velocity is lowest on
the western side of the MTC, and highest sliding velocities
coincide with regions of highest surface velocity and the
eastern side of the MTC, near the centre of the catchment
area. Outside these zones, calculated basal velocity is equal
to or less than the deformational velocity.

NUMERICAL MODELLING

As mentioned before, the force-balance method has one in-
herent deficiency, i.e. short-wavelength features develop at
depth because of the ill-posed boundary-value problem
(Bahr and others, 1994). In reality, these features exist but
are filtered by the glacier when they are transmitted to-
wards the surface. In the inverse calculation, however, these
features have no physical meaning (Mayer and Huybrechts,
1999). A more robust way of investigating the stress field in
ice masses is by forward (prognostic) instead of inverse
modelling. The ice mass is then investigated in response to
atmospheric conditions at the surface, i.e. surface mass

Fig. 5. (a) Driving stress ½dx (dotted line), calculated basal
drag ½bx (black line) and shear index SI (gray line) in the
direction of the ice flow along the MTC. (b) Surface-normal
drag @Rxx=@x (solid line) and surface lateral drag
@Rxy=@y (dotted line).
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balance and temperature. Surface velocity becomes a cal-
culated quantity instead of a measured quantity used as input
to the model.

Model experiments along the central flowline were car-
ried out with a high-resolution time-dependent two-dimen-
sional thermomechanical flowline model, which takes into
account all relevant stresses (i.e. both shear and longitudin-
al normal stress gradients) and is solved on a finite-differ-
ence grid with ¢x ˆ 10 km. The model experiments are
described in Pattyn (2000). A detailed description of the
higher-order numerical flow model is presented in Pattyn
(2002). The stress equilibrium used in this model is similar
to Equation (1).Transverse normal stresses ½ 0

yy are also taken
into account, albeit in an implicit way by taking care of the
width variations of the flow field perpendicular to the
central flowline (Pattyn, 2000). Basal sliding is introduced
in the model in the form of a Weertman-type sliding law
(e.g.Van derVeen,1987)

ub ˆ Ab
½ 3

b

N
; …14†

where Ab is the sliding constant (2610^7 m5 N^2 a^1) and N
is the effective normal pressure proportional to the height of
the glacier’s surface above buoyancy, i.e. N ˆ »gH ‡ »sgb,
where »s is the sea-water density (1028 kg m^3). At the sea-
ward edge the ice sheet transforms into a floating ice tongue,
hence grounding-line dynamics are properly accounted for.
The model is numerically solved on a fixed grid in space and
time, with 30 layers in the vertical. Starting from present
climatic input (surface accumulation and temperature),
the model was run to steady state, reached after approxi-
mately 200 kyr.

Model results point to the importance of longitudinal
normal stresses in the area near and downstream of the
MTC (Fig. 7). The longitudinal normal stress deviator ½ 0

xx,
related to the longitudinal normal resistive stress by
Rxx ˆ 2½ 0

xx ‡ ½ 0
yy (cf. Equation (4) and Van der Veen and

Whillans, 1989), is generally 4100 kPa, hence of the same
order of magnitude as basal shear and driving stress, as cor-
roborated by the results of the force-balance calculations on
the MTC.The longitudinal normal stress deviator reaches a
maximum in the region 50^250km upstream of the ground-
ing line (Fig. 7). At the grounding line it again reaches a
maximum value. High values of ½ 0

xx do not occur at the sur-
face, but at a height halfway up the ice sheet, due to the

thermomechanical coupling of the velocity field to the tem-
perature field (Pattyn,2000). At certain places within the ice
mass, the longitudinal normal stress deviator is twice as
large as the basal shear stress, the latter not higher than
130 kPa along the whole flowline (not shown). The model
results also indicate that a few kilometres upstream of the
grounding line the longitudinal normal stress deviator
locally decreases to increase again at the grounding line,
where the ice sheet becomes afloat. This behaviour results
in an important normal drag, close to the grounding line,
and confirms the observation from the ERS SAR velocity
data (Pattyn and Derauw, 2002). A marked increase in lon-
gitudinal normal stress occurs a few kilometres upstream of
the MTC, which indicates the importance of normal drag
in the force balance of the MTC as well.

DISCUSSION

From the above analyses it is clear that longitudinal normal
stresses play an important role in the force balance of the
downstream area of the Shirase Glacier catchment. While
most of the velocity increase is situated in a small area close
to the grounding line (the so-called `̀ bottleneck’’), model
results demonstrate that longitudinal normal stresses play a
dominant role in the whole downstream catchment area, i.e.
between the MTC and the grounding line. Upstream of the
MTC, ice flow is dominated by shear stress. The eastern
part of the MTC (in the centre of the catchment) is charac-
terized by an increased importance of normal drag in the
force balance, and the basal drag pattern clearly shows
areas with reduced basal drag in between `̀ sticky spots’’.This
dominance of longitudinal normal stresses (and their gradi-
ents) in the force balance of the Shirase Glacier catchment is
in contrast to the dynamic conditions of the Siple Coast ice
streams, where side drag seems a dominant factor (Van der
Veen and Whillans, 1989; Whillans and Van der Veen, 1997;
Raymond, 2000).

Variations in the basal drag pattern along the MTC in-
dicate a possible channelling of the ice flow. This channel-
ling can be due to basal topography or a variation in ice
and/or sliding viscosity Hindmarsh (2001). The lack of clear
channel patterns in the bedrock topography favours the lat-
ter explanation. However, bedrock elevation data are rather
sparse in this area and mostly concentrated east of the
central flowline through the catchment area and along the
MTC. Balance velocities display a channelled flow, forming
a finger-like pattern upstream of the grounding line (Fig.1).

Fig. 6. Measured surface velocity us (solid line) and cal-
culated basal velocity u…z ˆ b† (dotted line) along the
MTC.The shaded area represents the amount of deformation
velocity.

Fig. 7. Modelled longitudinal normal stress deviator ½ 0
xx along

the central flowline of Shirase Glacier catchment.
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The channel flow seems limited to the area of converging ice
flow, i.e. the area downstream of the MTC. A recent
analysis of dual-frequency, multi-polarization-plane radar
surveys in this area shows the presence of strong anisotro-
pies, induced by anisotropic permittivity contrasts (per-
sonal communication from K. Matsuoka, 2002). This
implies that ice fabrics show a stronger single maximum as
the ice flows towards the lower reaches, which corroborates
the possibility of channel flow. As a result of this channel-
ling, a feedback between heating, temperature and viscosity
may cause unstable or symmetry-breaking behaviour
(Hindmarsh, 2001), and lead to a`̀ limit-cycle’’process as de-
scribed in Pattyn (1996).

The `̀onset’’ of an ice stream is defined as the point of
transition from inland to ice-stream flow, or the transition
from shear-stress driven (lamellar) ice-sheet flow to more
complex and/or fast ice flow. One way to differentiate
between different flow types is a logarithmic plot of the
scaled velocity u=H vs the driving stress ½d. For lamellar
flow, this relation is, according to Glen’s flow law, given by
u=H ˆ A½n

d , and plotted as a straight line with slope n ˆ 3
in Figure 8.We added three different datasets to Figure 8, i.e.
(i) the observed MTC data (measured surface velocity vs
driving stress), (ii) the steady-state modelled data(vertical
mean horizontal velocity vs modelled driving stress along
the central flowline), and (iii) the balance-velocity data
(balance velocity vs the measured driving stress along the
central flowline). All data lines start near the lower-left cor-
ner of the plot, i.e. the divide region characterized by low
driving stresses and slow flow. Most of the data points are
aligned with the line of lamellar flow, indicating a more or
less ice-sheet type of flow. The central part of the MTC is
clustered along the lamellar-flow line, but deviates to a large
extent near the ice divide on the western side of the MTC
(Fig. 8), as divide flow is dominant here. Both datasets along
the central flowline deviate from lamellar flow between the
crossing with the MTC and the grounding line. This devi-
ation is most pronounced for the modelled ice flow, and

starts from the MTC in the downstream direction. For this
region, driving stresses are more or less constant with in-
creasing ice speed, which indicates not only that ice deform-
ation is governed by simple shear, but that basal sliding
(and longitudinal stretching) becomes more prominent.
Only near the grounding line is an inverse relation between
driving stress and flow speed noticed: a typical feature of ice
streams, i.e. that all deformation is governed by stretching
as basal drag becomes zero. The same inverse relation is
observed along the centre line of Ice Stream D, while most
of the ice flow in the onset region of Ice Stream D obeys a
positive relation (with n ˆ 1) (Bindschadler and others,
2001). The ice flow in Shirase Glacier catchment obeys a po-
sitive relation for n ˆ 3, which is in agreement with Glen’s
(non-linear) flow law.

CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the transition of inland to complex ice flow
in the downstream area of the Shirase Glacier catchment,
based on force-balance calculations and higher-order nu-
merical ice-sheet modelling. Results of both analyses show
that complex flow originates near the MTC, 230 km up-
stream from the grounding line of Shirase Glacier. The
MTC is characterized by large variations in basal drag,
and basal velocity seems as high as (if not higher than) the
deformation velocity. Basal drag variations are primarily
controlled by normal drag anomalies and (to a lesser
extent) by lateral drag. Between this region and the coast,
longitudinal normal stresses play a decisive role in the force
balance. Driving stresses remain relatively constant with in-
creasing ice speed. Model experiments confirm that com-
plex ice flow, as observed from balance velocities, reaches
far inland of the catchment area, which might have implica-
tions for the stability of the ice sheet in this area. This also
implies that, for modelling studies and ice-dynamical ana-
lyses, longitudinal normal stresses do play a role in the force
balance of ice sheets, so that large parts of ice sheets can no
longer be treated as `̀ zeroth-order’’. Ice flow and deform-
ation are thus more complex than generally thought.

The fast-flow area is geologically controlled and con-
fined to the `̀ bottleneck’’ or ice-flow convergence area up-
stream of the grounding line. It extends only a few tens of
kilometres upstream and is characterized by very large
normal strain rates. Normal drag also plays a decisive role
in the force balance here. An inverse relation between driv-
ing stress and ice velocity is observed, both from balance-
velocity estimates and from numerical modelling experi-
ments.
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